Satan and the Magnum Opus
Capricorn relates to Yule, the most important spiritual celebration in the ancient
world, such as Saturnalia:
"Capricorn encompassed the entire work from beginning to end. Capricorn is the
first sign of the year, and movement from Capricorn to Capricorn encompassed
the one symbolic alchemical year in which the Great Work could be
accomplished." [1. Page 153-154]
The birth of the sun is at this point at Yule when we enter into the light part of the
year. Saturn rules this sign. Saturn is the first and last planet on the rung of
alchemical transformation of the soul. The last and highest octave of Saturn is
when the physical body ruled by Saturn is transformed into the spiritual body, the
Light Body, with the finishing of the Magnum Opus. The Goat is the symbol of
Earth and the Fish rules the symbol of spirit. The Goatfish, the symbol of
Capricorn, is the sign of Enki in Sumeria and of Shiva, the same God in
Hinduism, where Capricorn is called the Makara. It is the symbol of the union of
the spiritual body and material body into the Light Body and physical immortality.
Enki (Satan) is a water God, the waters of life in Sumeria, and Shiva also rules
the sacred waters in Hinduism, and the serpent. This is because in ancient
Alchemy the heating up of the body with Agni (the secret inner fire in alchemy,
the serpent energy) releases the sacred waters that create the Earth, the symbol
of the new body: The new immortal and celestial Light Body in Hindu Alchemy.
All the Alchemical operations are down to the interaction of water and fire and the
related elements they rule: that of air and earth.
Satan's full title in Sanskrit is SaTaNaMa, the highest name of God which rules
the five elements, which are key to the alchemical transformation of the soul into
the Light Body. Shiva is the union of both Agni and Soma in Hinduism, which
rules all five elements.
Satan is the God of spiritual alchemy and His holiday of Yule is related to the fact
Satan rules over the entire process of the transmutation of the gross matter of
the physical body to the celestial, spiritual body of pure light, as the Hindu and
Western Alchemical texts state. The enemy knows they can never rule over a
race of ascended Humans. They constantly warn their own about this fact in their
program of occult control, the Bible. This is why the removal of this knowledge is
always the first priority of the enemy programs. Satan wants humanity to have
this knowledge and ascend.
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